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Abstract 

Sikkel, K., Parallel on-line parsing in constant time per word, Theoretical Computer Science 120 

(1993) 303-310. 

An on-line parser processes each word as soon as it is typed by the user, without waiting for the end 

of the sentence. Thus, in an interactive system, a sentence will be parsed almost immediately after the 

last word has been presented. 
The complexity of an on-line parser is determined by the resources needed for the analysis of 

a single word, as it is assumed that previous words have been processed already. Sequential parsing 

algorithms like CYK or Earley need O(n’) time for the nth word. A parallel implementation in O(n) 

time on O(n) processors is straightforward. In this paper a novel parallel on-line parser is presented 

that needs O(1) time on 0(n2) processors. 

1. Introduction 

A large class of practical parsing algorithms needs O(n3) time to parse a sentence 
of n words. The canonical, earliest example of a cubic time parser is the 
Cocke-Younger-Kasami (CYK) algorithm [12], for grammars in Chomsky normal 
form. Basically, it is a recognition algorithm, which fills an upper triangular matrix 
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z,j with nonterminal symbols such that AET,,~ iff A** ai+ 1 . ..aj. a substring of the 
sentence a 1 . ..a.; see Fig. 1. A similar algorithm for arbitrary context-free grammars 
has been defined by Earley [3] and improved by Graham et al. [5]. 

Parallel implementations of the CYK algorithm using O(n) time on O(n*) proces- 
sors were known already in the late sixties [6]. Similarly, O(n’) time is needed on O(n) 
processors for the CYK algorithm. Processors can always be traded against time, 
obviously, by sequentialising a parallel algorithm. The reverse need not be true. 
A parsing algorithm that uses O(1) time on O(n3) processors does not exist. The first 
algorithm that runs in logarithmic time on a polynomial number of processors is 
given by Ruzzo [8]. He claims (but does not present) a refinement of it using 0(n6) 
processors. A well-known logarithmic-time algorithm is due to Rytter [9] taking 
O(log’ n) time on O(n6) processors. An almost identical algorithm has been indepen- 
dently discovered by Brent and Goldschlager [2]. The time complexity can be reduced 
from O(log’n) to O(logn) if concurrent write to the same memory location by 
different processors is allowed. 

An on-line parser starts working as soon as the user types the first word of 
a sentence. It is assumed that the parser works faster than the user. A partial parse of 
the sentence is updated when a new word is entered. In that way, a parse can be 
completed (almost) immediately after the last word is known. On-line parsing may 
speed up the response in natural languages interfaces. 

The complexity of an on-line parser is the time - or time x number of processors 
- needed for the analysis of a single word, in particular the last word of the sentence. 
The CYK algorithm and Earley’s algorithm can be trivially implemented as an on-line 
parser with O(n) processors using O(n) time. Processing one word is equivalent to 
computing one column of the CYK table, i.e., all entries K,j with fixedj and i ranging 
frm 0 to j- 1. Further parallelisation is not possible for an on-line CYK parser: 
T, j cannot be computed before T + 1 ,j has been completed (see Fig. 1). In this paper an 
on-line parser is presented that needs O(1) time on O(n’) processors. It resembles 

Fig. 1. CYK recognition table for a sentence of 6 words. 
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Rytter’s algorithm, but because of the different nature of on-line parsing, its complex- 
ity is much lower. 

Following Gibbons and Rytter [4], we use a WRAM as abstract machine model, 
i.e. a parallel random access machine allowing concurrent write only zj-processors 
writing the same memory location write the same value. If the tables to be constructed 
are represented by bit-vectors, i.e., one bit for each possible table entry, the write 
condition is trivially satisfied, as only l-bits are written. 

After some preliminaries and definitions, in Section 3 an on-line recogniser for 
grammars in Chomsky normal form is presented. In Section 4 it is sketched briefly 
how a parser for arbitrary context-free grammars can be constructed, based on the 
recogniser for CNF grammars. 

2. Preliminaries and definitions 

A context-free grammar G =(N, Z, P, S) is in Chomsky normal form (CNF) if 
P contains productions of the form A+BC and A+a, with A, B, CEN, aGC. The basic 
algorithm is defined for grammars in Chomsky normal form. 

The algorithm is based on sets of recognised items. Like in the CYK algorithm, an 
item [i, A,j] will be added to the set of recognised items if we have been able to 
determine the fact A+* ai+ 1 . . . aj. Items of the form [i, A,j], called complete items, 
comprise a nonterminal symbol and two place markers. Unlike CYK, however, we 
also need right-incomplete items [i, A, j; B] denoting collected facts A** ai + 1 . . . ajB, 
with ai+l... aj part of the sentence and B a nonterminal (see Fig. 2). 

Definition 2.1. We define the set of complete items A and the set of right-incomplete 
items r by 

AdLf{[i,A,j]) AEN, Oii<j<n}, 

rzf{Ci,A,j;B]IA,BEN, O<i<j<n), 

Ui+l e e a Uj ai+l . . . aj g 

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of a complete item and a right-incomplete item. 
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where n is the length of the sentence to be recognised. Furthermore, we define the 
subsets of A and r with a fixed right place marker: 

Aj~f{[i,A,j]lAEN A O<i<j}, 

rjd~ff([i,A,j;B]IA,BEN A O<i<j}. 

Definition 2.2. A complete item [i, A,j] is called recognisable if A a* ai+ 1 . ..aj. 

a right-incomplete item [i, A, j; B] is called recognisable if A ** Ui+ i . . . UjB. 

3. The recognition algorithm 

The purpose of the algorithm is to compute item sets I c A and J c r such that all 
recognisable items (and only those) are in I and J. A sentence a, ,..a, is correct, 
obviously, iff [0, S, n]~l when the algorithm has finished. We use subsets of I and 

J with a fixed right place marker, ljd~‘flV Aj and Jjd~‘IVTj. When the jth word is read, 

Ij and Jj are computed from II, . . . , Zj- 1, J1, . . . , Jj- 1 and the terminal aj. 
For each step in the algorithm we define a function that can be computed in 

constant time using up to O(n’) processors on a WRAM. In the following definitions 
we write p(X) to denote the power set of an arbitrary set X. 

Definition 3.1. The function init : C x N+@(A) is defined by 

That is, init delivers pre-terminal items - spanning substrings of one terminal symbol 
- for a particular word at a particular position in the sentence (see Fig. 3). 

Definition 3.2. The function recognise : g (r ) x go (A ) x N -+ p (A ) is defined by 

recognise(J,I,k)dzf{[i,A,j]EAI[i,A,k;B]EJ A [k,B,j]el}. 

Fig. 3. init. 
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Recognise delivers new items that can be combined from a right-incomplete and 
a complete item. If [i, A, k; B] and [k, B, j] have been recognised, then clearly [i, A, j] 
can be recognised as well; see Fig. 4. For technical reasons, the function is defined for 
a parameter k and free ranging i and j. 

Definition 3.3. The function propose : @(A )-+p (F) is defined by 

propose(Z)d~f{[i,A,j;C]~r13BEN: [i,B,j]EI A A-+BCEP}. 

That is, propose extends complete items to right-incomplete items. If [i, B, j] EZ and 
A-~BCEP, then [i, A, j; C] is proposed as an item that, potentially, can be completed 
later on (see Fig. 5). 

Definition 3.4. The function combine: p,(r) x N-m(r) is defined by 

combine(J,j)d~f{[i,A,j;C]ET13k~N3BEN: 

[i,A,k;B]d A [k,B,j;C]d}. 

Combine combines right-incomplete items [i, A, k; B] and [k, B,j; C] into [i, A,j; C], 
for a parameter j and free ranging i and k. See Fig. 6. 

%+I . . - ak B ak+l . . . aj C&+1 . . . aj 

Fig. 4. recognise. 

A 
B 

A + A-BC a 

Ui+l.. e Uj Ui+l . . . Uj C 

Fig. 5. propose. 
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A A 
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%+l . . . ak B ak+l . . -aj c 

A 

* A 
ai+ . . . aj c 

Fig. 6. combine. 

The algorithm using these functions is as follows: 

begin 

I:=@; J:=& 
for j:= 1 to n do 

begin 

lj:= hit(Llj, j); 
Zj:=Zjurecognise(Jj_,,Ij,j-1); 
Jj:= propose( Ij); 
Jj:= Jjucombine( J, j) 

end 

end 

Note that combine( J,j) can be performed in constant time if O(j*) processors are 
allocated for each applicable pair of values of i and k. It is possible that several 
processors recognise an item [i, A,j; C] simultaneously. A set of recognised items can 
be implemented as a bit string, in which 0 means absence and 1 means presence in the 
set. Thus, if a parallel write occurs, it is guaranteed that only 1 bits are written. Hence 
combine is implementable on a WRAM in this way. The other functions can be 
computed in constant time using a linear number of processors on a WRAM. 

Theorem 3.5. After step j in the above algorithm the following statements hold: 
l [i, A, j]EIj if and only zy [i, A,j] is recognisable, 
l [i, A, j; B]E Jj if and only if [i, A, j; B] is recognisable. 

Proof. The soundness follows from the definitions of the functions init, recognise, 
propose and combine. We will prove the completeness by simultaneous induction of 
both statements on j. 

Assume that the theorem holds for any k, 1 G k < j. We show (I) that [i, A, j]EIj 
if [i, A, j] is recognisable and (II) that [i, A, j; B] E Jj if [i, A, j; B] is recognisable. 

(I) Let [i, A,j] be recognisable. If i =j- 1 then [i, A,j]Einit(aj, j). Otherwise 
i < j- 1. In that case a derivation 

A**ai+l...aj_lB*ai+l...aj 
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exists for some [j- l,B,j]~init(a~,j). By induction, [i, A,j- 1; B]gJj-1, hence 
[i, A, j] Erecognise( Jj_ 1, init(uj, j), j - 1). Thus [i, A, j] EZj after step j. 
(II) Let [i, A,j; C] be recognisable, i.e., there is a derivation A a* ui+ 1.. . ujC. Some- 
where in this derivation, C must have been produced by some D-+BCEP. Hence, 
a derivation 

exists for some (undetermined) k with i < k< j. By (I), we find [k, B,j]EZj, which 
implies [k, D, j; C] Epropose(Zj). If i = k then A = D and [i, A, j; C] Epropose(Zj). Other- 
wise i < k < j and, by induction, [i, A, k; D] E Jk, hence [i, A, j; C]aombine( Jku 
propose( Zj),j). Thus, in both cases [i, A,j; C]EJj after step j. 0 

The recognition algorithm uses O(n*) processors and O(n2) memory while O(1) 
time is needed per word. 

4. On-line parsing 

In this section it is sketched briefly how a parsing algorithm for arbitrary context- 
free grammars is constructed, based on the recognition algorithm for CNF grammars. 
See [lo] for more details. 

In natural language parsing a syntactic parser should deliver all different parses of 
a sentence. Usually this is done in the form of a sharedforest [ll, 11, a structure in 
which different parse trees share common parts. The recogniser is extended to a parser 
as follows. In addition to the sets of recognised items Z and J, a set F representing the 
shared forest is computed. F contains entries of the form [i, A,j; p, k], with AEN, PEP 
and i, j, ke N. The left part of a forest entry is a recognised complete item, the right part 
indicates how it was recognised. If [i, A,j; A+BC, k]EF, then [i, A,j] was derived 
from [B, i, k] and [C, k,j]. Productions A-a are represented by forest entries 
[j- 1, A,j, A-m]. 

Each nonleaf node of each parse tree, together with its outgoing edges, is repres- 
ented by some element of F. Ambiguities are represented by multiple entries 
[A, i, j; p, k] EF for a single item [A, i, j] EZ. These correspond to packed nodes as they 
are usually called, i.e., nodes in the graph with a set of pairs of successors, rather than 
a single pair of successors. 

It should be noted that the shared forest contains nodes that are not part of 
a parse. All sub-parses A a* ui + 1. . . aj are represented, also those for which 
S**Ul...UiAUj+l... a, does not hold. In natural language parsing, this is not seen as 
a problem. The parse forest contains “junk” anyway, as many syntactically valid 
parses are semantically incorrect. 

The algorithm of the previous section can be extended straightforwardly with 
a function purse that computes subsets Fj of F (with fixed second place marker j) in 
constant time for each j, using O(n*) processors. Memory usage increases from O(n*) 
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to O(n3) while the complexity bounds for time and number of processors remain the ’ 

same. 
Moreover, the algorithm - like any parser for CNF grammars - can be extended to 

arbitrary context-free grammars using a bilinear cover [7]. Productions with three or 
more non-terminals in the right-hand side are covered by a sequence of bilinear 
productions. With some additional effort, c-productions can be handled without 
increasing the complexity bounds. 

5. Conclusion 

A novel on-line parsing algorithm is presented, related to Rytter’s recognition 
algorithm. It runs in constant time on a WRAM, using O(n’) processors. Memory 
space is O(2) for recognition and O(n3) for parsing. 
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